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1. Introduction
C.T.R. Wilson (1925) predicted that electrons would run away to GeV energies in the quasi-DC electric field of 
a thunderstorm. This prediction for kilometer-scale behavior was evoked by laboratory observations at centim-
eter scales in Wilson's cloud chamber that showed tracks of individual electrons straightening with increasing 
energy (Wilson, 1923), and by J.J. Thomson's theory that the collisional cross section diminished monotonically 
with increasing electron energy. Though Wilson was aware of remarkable but infrequent collisions of electrons 
with the nuclei of atoms in his cloud chamber (Wilson, 1923), he chose to de-emphasize this key source for 
bremsstrahlung (breaking radiation) in his landmark 1925 paper (Wilson (1956) later corrected this omission of 
bremsstrahlung.).

Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements (TGEs) are today the recognized manifestation of Wilson's runaway elec-
trons beneath thunderstorms. They have been shown to occur in the presence of exceptional magnitudes of the 
electric field. From the earliest searches for runaway electrons (Schonland, 1930; Wilson, 1929) to today (Chilin-
garian, Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & Zazyan, 2021), the main negative charge of the thunderstorm has served as 
the repulsive accelerator of electrons, downward below it and upward above it (Wilson, 1929; see also Figure 1). 
Ironically, the key “enhancement” in TGEs at the ground (in addition to the magnitude of the electric field) is the 
downward gamma radiation Wilson had de-emphasized and produced by the bremsstrahlung from the accelerated 
electrons in the avalanche region beneath the main negative charge (Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & 
Zazyan, 2021). The range of gamma rays in the air is an order of magnitude larger than that of electrons of the 
same energy (Evans, 1955), and so the gamma rays can serve as a messenger for electron acceleration for the 
breakdown field higher in the storm.

TGEs have now been documented at elevated observatories worldwide in summer, and at sea level in winter 
when the strong field region is substantially closer to the surface observations (e.g., Torii et al., 2011; Wada 
et al., 2021). The richest archive of TGEs is found at Mt Aragats in Armenia, the site of the present investigation. 
More than 500 cases have been documented there (Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & Zazyan, 2021). 
Clear evidence for TGEs in both strong positive and negative fields is now prevalent. In the early years of research 
on TGEs, the negative E field polarity appeared systematic (Chilingarian, 2014; Chilingarian et al., 2011, 2012). 
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But as more cases were documented and examined, TGE occurrences with both E field polarities were demon-
strated (Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, et al., 2018). The working hypothesis for these bipolar TGEs in general obser-
vations is the acknowledged presence of two spatially separated dipole polarities in thunderstorms (Figure 1). 
This hypothesis is not a new one (Chilingarian & Mkrtchyan, 2012). What is new in the present study is the 
integration of observational assets at Mt Aragats, most notably radar observations, to show physical distinctions 
in storm structure linked with “positive” and “negative” TGEs.

Electric dipole maintenance in thunderstorms is widely recognized to originate from collisions between large 
and small ice hydrometeors, with selective charge transfer in the collision, followed by the kilometer-scale dipole 
creation by gravitational forces. Radar is especially well-suited for remote sensing of the large ice particles (most 
commonly graupel) in any cloud-scale dipole because the theoretical radar cross section of hydrometeors varies 
as the sixth power of the particle diameter (e.g., Battan, 1973).

The superposition of two distinct dipoles is the widely-recognized tripole structure (Figure 1) of thunderstorms 
(Williams, 1989). Based on extensive electric field soundings of storms in England (Simpson & Robinson, 1940; 
Simpson & Scrase, 1937), the tripole was offered up by G.C. Simpson as a compromise with C.T.R. Wilson in 
their long-standing debate pertaining to the dipole polarity of thunderstorms (Austin, 2001; Williams, 2009). 
Kuettner  (1950) later made observations of the surface electric field and air temperature on the Zugspitze in 
Germany, at an altitude similar to Mt. Aragats and gave temperature assignments to the charge centers of the 
Simpson tripole. Kuettner  (1950) also gave the names “graupel dipole” and “snow dipole” to the electrical 
features now linked with bipolar TGEs. (Subsequent terminology used in this paper will identify “main positive 
dipole” with the “snow dipole” and “inverted dipole” with the “graupel dipole”). The consistent temperature 
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Figure 1. Cartoon illustrating full tripole structure for deep (and colder) convection with “negative” Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements (TGE) (right side), and 
bottom heavy tripole for shallow (and warmer) convection with “positive” TGE (left side). The region of downward electron acceleration (red oval) in these two 
scenarios lies beneath the main negative charge region in both the “positive TGE” (left) and the “negative TGE” (right). Most typically in summer conditions the 
Aragats peak (4090 m MSL) is above cloud base but the Aragats station is below cloud base, as shown.
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dependence of thunderstorm electrical structure was later solidified by lightning charge analysis (Jacobson & 
Krider, 1976; Krehbiel et al., 1983; Krehbiel, 1981, 1986) that had been originated by Wilson (1916). The lower 
positive charge center (LPCC) was de-emphasized in much of the lightning charge analysis, but the analysis did 
not belie its existence (e.g., Maier & Krider, 1986). The extensive evidence for the tripole structure of thunder-
clouds then available was reviewed three decades ago (Williams, 1989). However, noteworthy new evidence has 
emerged more recently based on remote sensing methods of radar and radio-frequency lightning detection. The 
polarity asymmetry of VHF emission from lightning leaders (e.g., Williams, 2006) has been especially important 
in allowing remote sensing of storm electrical polarity (Li et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2018).

On the basis of dual pole radar and LMA observations, Bruning et al.  (2007) found evidence for a dominant 
inverted dipole in a situation with limited radar development into the cold part of the atmosphere. In later related 
modeling work, Mansell et al. (2010) referred to the Bruning storm as a “bottom heavy tripole” and also recog-
nized a full range of tripole invariants (Figure 12). Takahashi (2012) documented temperature-dependent tripole 
structure with in situ measurements in rainbands in Micronesia.

In studies of thunderstorms on the Tibetan Plateau with a VHF lightning location network and a C-band Doppler 
radar, Li et al. (2020) showed evidence for inverted dipole structure in early shallow stages of storm development 
(to a temperature of −17 oC) and full tripole structure as the storm developed further to −40C and colder.

In studies of winter thunderstorms at sea level in Japan with a 9-station LMA network and a JMA weather radar, 
Zheng et al. (2018) found inverted storm polarity when the radar echo was confined to temperatures “warmer” 
than −10 oC. In contrast, the deepest, coldest convection (to temperatures < −30 C) most commonly showed a full 
tripole structure. Takahashi et al. (1999, 2019) have also documented temperature-dependent tripole structure in 
winter storms in Japan by in situ measurements.

The discovery of inverted dipole formation (in advance of the main positive dipole) in the early shallow devel-
opment of isolated summer thunderstorms (Stolzenburg et al., 2015; Karunarathna et al., 2017; Cummins et al., 
personal communication, 2021) and the predominance of downward-directed electric field over shallow convec-
tion in off-season storms (Anderson, 1966; Markson & Anderson, 1988; when the key isotherms are lower in 
MSL altitude) can both be taken as additional evidence for a temperature-dependent tripole structure.

In the present study, 4D (x,y,z,t) S-band radar observations will be used with nearby temperature soundings to iden-
tify distinct differences in vertical storm structure linked with “positive” and “negative” TGEs over Mt Aragats. 
Electric field measurements beneath a thunderstorm are normally non-uniquely related to the distribution of charge 
overhead. The vertical resolution afforded by the radar observations overcomes this problem of nonuniqueness.

2. Methodology
2.1. Aragats Station

Mt Aragats is the site for this study on the mountain storms that are accelerators of electrons. The mountain 
itself is a large dormant stratovolcano (Karakhainian et al., 2003) in North-West Armenia about 50 km from 
Armenia's capital Yerevan. It is the highest peak in modern Armenia and in the Lesser Caucasus range. Aragats 
is a circular, shield-like mountain composed of four summits, Northern (the highest, 4,090m), Western (4,080m), 
Southern (3,879 m), and Eastern (3,916 m) forming the rim of a volcanic crater. The Aragats research station of 
the Cosmic Ray Division (CRD) of the Yerevan Physics Institute (YerPhI) is located near Lake Kari at 3,200 m 
altitude (latitude: 40°28'N; longitude: 44°10'E). At the Aragats station, the average winter temperature is −15 oC, 
with minimum values reaching down to −40 oC. The average summer temperature is 12 oC with the maximum 
reaching 20°C. Average surface wind speed in summer is 6 m/s and in the winter, it is 10 m/s occasionally reach-
ing 40 m/s. During thunderstorms sometimes the cloud base is reaching Aragats station and commonly it varies 
between 50 m and 1 km.

The Aragats cosmic ray research station operates year-round. Detectors for observations of high-energy atmos-
pheric phenomena and routine weather station data are logged continuously and also forwarded to the main 
campus of the Yerevan Physics Institute for archival. Online visualization programs ADAS (Chilingarian 
et al., 2011) and ADEI (Chilingaryan et al., 2010) provide online access to more than 300 time series.
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2.2. Nor-Amberd Research Station

The Nor-Amberd Research Station (40.37 N, 44.26 E, 2,000 m MSL) is located on the slopes of Mt. Aragats, 
approximately 26.5 km northwest of Yerevan and near the famous twelfth century Amberd fortress. It is 12.8 km 
distant from the Aragats Research Station (Figure 2). This station is equipped with a similar suite of measure-
ments to the main station.

2.3. Surface Electric Field Measurements

The monitoring of the bipolar surface electric field is of fundamental importance in this study. All stations of 
the Cosmic Ray Division (see Figure 2 for all station locations) are equipped with electric field mills of the type 
Boltek EFM-100 (for details, see http://www.boltek.com/). Four separate Boltek instruments are installed at the 
Aragats Space Environmental Center (ASEC). Another two sensors are located at the Nor Amberd station and 
at the Yerevan station. The same Boltek electric field instrument at the Aragats station is used for all eight case 
studies reported here.

All electric field time series are sampled continuously at a rate of 20 Hz. In addition to recording electric field, 
this Boltek EFM also estimates the distance to flash locations based on analysis of abrupt electric field changes. 
The accuracy of the electric field measurement is of the order of 20%–30%. The same sign convention for electric 
field is used throughout this study: a dominant positive (negative) charge overhead causes a positive (negative) 
field.

2.4. Particle Detectors

For this study, we have used several particle detectors to show the accuracy of enhancements of the particle fluxes 
in TGEs. The detectors used are STAND1, SEVAN, and ASNT, described in more detail below. The network 

Figure 2. Locations of the S-band radar and measurement stations (Aragats, Nor Amberd, Yerevan, and sounding site). 
Radar distance from the Aragats station is 19 km. Elevation of the terrain is color-coded.

http://www.boltek.com/
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of detectors located at the Aragats research station has registered electrons, muons, gamma rays, and neutrons 
since 1943 (Chilingarian et al., 2005). The detectors are operated 24 hr, 7 days, and 12 months. The frequency of 
the data stream from particle detectors now reaches hundreds of kHz (Chilingarian et al., 2019). The registered 
time series are saved in local servers and are accessible to users worldwide. The data are free for general use 
in a special WEB data analysis platform, which is the advanced multidimensional visualization system ADEI 
(Advanced Data Extraction Infrastructure). With the help of ADEI it is possible to handle large amounts of stored 
data (Chilingarian et al., 2019).

The “Stand 1  cm” detector consists of a three-layer assembly of 1  cm thick 1  m 2 sensitive plastic scintilla-
tors, which are placed one above the other. This detector is located outside the building at the Aragats research 
station. For this study, we have used the upper plastic scintillator of the STAND 1 cm. The energy threshold is 
∼0.8 MeV (Chilingarian et al., 2019). The detection of charged flux by scintillators has very high efficiency 
(98%–99%), though the efficiency of detecting neutral flux is highly suppressed and is of order 1%–2% (Chilin-
garian et al., 2012).

Data from the Stand 1 cm detector have been compared with the SEVAN detector. The Space Environmental 
Viewing and Analysis Network (SEVAN) is a system of particle detectors located at middle and low latitudes 
which register primary cosmic rays with an energy of more than 7 GeV. It is assembled from scintillators with 3 
assembled layers. The energy threshold of the upper scintillator of the SEVAN detector is 7 MeV. The combina-
tion of the layers allows for the registration of different particle types.

For some particle measurements, the Aragats Solar Neutron Telescope (ASNT) was also used (described in 
Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & Zazyan, 2021) as a detector. It is installed inside the MAKET build-
ing. The ASNT is formed from 4 separate identical modules (see Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & 
Zazyan, 2021). Each module consists of standard slabs of 50 × 50 × 5cm 3 plastic scintillators stacked vertically 
on a 100 × 100 × 10 cm 3 horizontal plastic scintillator slab. The total thickness of the assembly is 60 cm. Four 
detectors of 100 × 100 × 5cm 3 size each are located above the thick scintillator assembly and are used to indicate 
vertical traversal of the charged particles. Energy releases in the top or bottom scintillators are conditioned on the 
absence of signal in correspondingly lower and upper layers and on minimal energy release. The energy threshold 
in the upper monitors is 4 MeV (see Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & Zazyan, 2021).

The NaI crystal is a scintillator in a sealed aluminum (1-mm-thick) housing located beneath the roof of the SKL 
building. The NaI energy threshold is 0.3 MeV. The efficiency for gamma ray detection is ∼80%. Detector details 
are presented in Table 1.

2.5. Radar Methodology

This study was enabled by the discovery of a fully-operational S-band radar at short range (19 km) from the rich 
suite of nuclear physics and electrical measurements at Mt Aragats. This radar facility, shown in Figure 3 with Mt 
Aragats rising in the background to the northwest, is a Soviet-era MRL-5 brand. This dual wavelength (S-band 
and X-band) radar, designed specifically for hail detection, is currently deployed not only in Armenia, but in 
∼45 other countries including Cuba (Koloskov et al., 1996; Pena et al., 2000), Poland (Moskowicz et al., 1994), 
Russia (Abshaev et al., 2019, 2020), and South Africa (Visser, 2001). The characteristics of the MRL-5 radar are 
summarized in Table 2.

Detector type
Surface area 

in (m 2)
Mean count rate 
during 2 hours

Detection 
thresh. (MeV)

Stand. deviation 
(SD)

No of 
SD

γ detect. efficiency 
[%] at 10 MeV Reference

ASNT 1 2127 4 46 11.8 1 Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, and 
Zazyan (2021)

NaI #5 0.032 2709 3 53 15.6 80 Avakyan K. et al. (2013)

STAND 1 cm 1 45,868 0.8 570 73 98 Chilingarian, Karapetyan et al. (2013)

STAND 3 cm (1 s) 1 435 3 21 4.3 4.4 Chilingarian, Vanyan, et al. (2013)

SEVAN upper 1 28,781 7 174 28.7 1 Chilingarian et al. (2018b)

Table 1 
Summary of Radiation Detector Characteristics Calculated Based on 14 June 2020 Observations
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The rapid scan rate for this radar, with the completion of full 360-deg PPI scans at 18 separate elevation angles 
in only 200 s is well suited to the interests of this study, given typical durations of TGEs of order 5 min (see 
Table 2). The attendant short radar dwell times reduce the accuracy of the reflectivity estimates somewhat (e.g., 
Battan, 1973), but absolute reflectivities are fortunately not crucial for this study.

A special software package (Abshaev et al., 2019, 2020) is used to convert the PPI-based volume scans to 3D 
cartesian CAPPI (Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator) data, with 500-m resolution. Reflectivity estimates 
on these 3D grids were available with a resolution of 1, 2, and 5 dBZ, of which we preferred 2 dBZ resolution for 
purposes of color display.

Figure 3. S-band radar site with Mt. Aragats in the background.

Characteristics Units

Altitude of radar site 1634 m MSL

Wavelength 10 cm

Antenna diameter 4.5 m

Beamwidth 1.3 deg

Azimuthal resolution over Aragats (19 km range) 420 m

Pulse length 2 microseconds (300 m)

Pulse repetition frequency 250 Hz (7–9 pulse per 3 deg azimuth)

Volume scan description 18 elevation angles between 0 and 90°

Volume scan duration 200 s (3 min, 20 s)

Spatial resolution in range 500m (±10 m) &1,000 m (±20 m)

in azimuth 1.0°

in elevation from 0 to 85° (with 18 angles)

Rotation speed of antenna 5-6 rotation/minutes

Table 2 
S-Band (MRL-5) Radar Parameters
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Information on methods to calibrate the radar in absolute terms are unfortunately not available. In principle, one 
could check the calibration for the dual-wavelength radar by comparing reflectivity estimates on small targets 
(most likely in the Rayleigh regime (πD/λ << 1) for both wavelengths, where D is hydrometeor diameter and λ is 
radar wavelength) close to the radar (to minimize attenuation loss at X-band), where Z values should be matched 
at the two wavelengths. Our checks on the literature suggest that this has been a missed opportunity for this radar.

To gain further information on the radar reflectivity calibration, all available 3D CAPPI files were searched for 
the maximum reflectivity value for each storm day. The search method covered an area of 14,400 km 2 centered 
on the radar and involved all CAPPI altitudes. The maximum reflectivity values are included in Table 3 which 
summarizes all storm dates investigated in the present study. It is noted that maximum values frequently attain 
the 50 dBZ level, with one value reaching 60 dBZ (for the 18 September 2018 storm). These large values are in 
line with other radar measurements in mountain thunderstorms (Dye et al., 1989; Lhermitte & Williams, 1984; 
Moore, 1965; Williams, 1990) and suggest that the MRL-5 radar is not reading low in reflectivity, and that the 
more modest values documented at the times of TGEs in Section 3 of this paper are real.

2.6. Thermodynamic Soundings

The temperature structure of the atmosphere is a key consideration in this study, given the cumulative evidence 
for a temperature-dependent tripole structure in thunderstorms. Thermodynamic soundings at 0 Z from the UGEE 
station (# 37,789, with latitude 40.21 N, and longitude: 44.48 E) in Yerevan, Armenia (Figure 2) and available 
from the University of Wyoming website (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html) have been used to 
document the environmental temperature structure on all days for the selected case studies here. This sounding 
site is unusual in making only one sounding per day at 0 UT (4 a.m. local time). Here we are assuming that the 
temperature structure aloft over Yerevan is representative of the profile in the vicinity of the Aragats station. 
Polynomial fits to the soundings have been implemented to establish altitude/temperature relationships.

Following the suggestion of one reviewer, additional tests were undertaken to justify the use of the Yerevan 
soundings at 4 a.m. local time to make in situ temperature assignments (below 0C) to the profiles of maximum 
radar reflectivity on the same day as the TGEs discussed in Section 3. In the first test, the sounding temperature 
at the respective altitudes of two elevated surface stations (Nor Amberd at 2,000 m MSL and Aragats at 3200 m 
MSL) were compared with simultaneous station measurements. These comparisons showed mean differences 
of about 2  C at Aragats and 1  C at Nor Amberd, with the sounding consistently “warmer” than the surface 
stations. This led us to hypothesize that the systematic differences were due to the nighttime radiative cooling 
at the surface sites, and that opposite differences would be documented in hypothetical daytime soundings due 
to surface heating in daytime. As a better test of that idea, daytime (4 p.m.) and nighttime (4 a.m.) soundings at 
Altenstadt, Germany (Station ID 10954), 39 km from the Zugspitze surface station whose altitude (2,960 m MSL) 
is similar to Aragats were examined. These comparisons showed that the sounding was consistently “warmer” 
than the Zugspitze (by ∼2 C) in the nighttime comparisons but “cooler” than the surface site (by ∼2 C) in the 
daytime soundings, consistent with the working hypothesis. These results show that while differences in temper-
ature were noted, the results were largely local effects and likely did not impact the accuracy of the temperatures 
aloft from the soundings.

A final test was carried out with the daytime and nighttime soundings at Altenstadt by comparing temperatures 
obtained in the two sounding sets at a MSL altitude of 6.0 km (near the expected altitude of the main negative 
charge center of the tripole structure) on the same days. These results showed a mean temperature difference of 
∼1 C. This finding is in keeping with the general notion that diurnal variations in temperature aloft are small, 
lending further confidence to our decision to take the Yerevan 4 a.m. temperature as being representative over 
Aragats at other times on the same day as those selected for the surface-based TGE analyses.

3. Results
3.1. Procedure for Capturing TGE Events

A consistent procedure was followed in the identification of all TGEs in this study. First, concurrent time series 
records of the surface electric field and the collocated gamma ray flux at the Aragats observing station (hereafter 

http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html
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referred to simply as “Aragats'' in the text) were examined for strongly correlated behavior. Generally speaking, 
the most pronounced anomalies in gamma ray flux occurred near the time of maximum field magnitude, of both 
polarities, as our selected examples will clearly show. When the field polarity indicated a dominant positive/
negative charge overhead, the event was labeled a positive/negative TGE.

Event date

Time (LT) STAND 1 cm SEVAN (upper 5cm) E field 
at TGE 

max 
(kV/m)

Temp.
(°C)

Max of 
cloud top 
by radar 

(km)

Max dBZ 
within 
14400 
km 2

N of 
CAPPIs 

checked for 
max dBZ

Storm 
begining TGE

Duration 
(min.)

Intensity 
(%)

STDEV 
(σ)

Duration 
(min.)

Intensity 
(%)

STDEV 
(σ)

1st category: cases in Positive field

 May 11, 2015 13:10 13:45 12 14.8 20.7 13 7.2 11.8 29.5 7 8 42.7 17

 April 28, 2016 06:03 06:36 24 14.2 21.7 - - 34 0.39 10 45.2 14

 June 10, 2016 15:30 16:14 55 3.0 5 30 1.8 3 27.4 4.9 11 56.9 29

 May 26, 2017 20:30 20:49 7 7.1 10.5 10 2.3 3.8 31.9 2.8 13 52.9 18

 May 4, 2018 12:40 13:41 8 13.5 23.4 10 5.7 8.3 30.1 4.2 9.5 50.6 44

 May 4, 2018 14:01 14:05 6 19.2 32 9 5.3 8 36.1 4.2 9 50.6 44

 May 9, 2018 15:14 15:40 9 22.0 34.5 9 5.3 8.4 17.4 0.8 10 38.5 9

 May 30, 2018 05:10 05:26 6 77.8 133 6 42.2 92 37.5 2.4 12 52.3 9

 May 30, 2018 12:10 12:31 8 6.5 16 5 4.3 6.5 26.5 5.1 8.5 49.6 25

 May 29, 2018 21:50 22:18 11 3.2 6.3 - - - 28.4 4.1 11 53.5 16

 June 14, 2019 21:12 21:58 8 8.5 19 5 4.8 6.8 20.1 7.8 9.5 43.2 10

2nd category: cases in Negative field

 May 4 2016 22:40 23:03 21 20.5 39 6 7.5 12.3 −21.5 -0.6 8.5 36.5 10

 May 4 2018 14:29 14:35 18 49.3 80 16 12.0 20 −29.2 4 9 50.6 44

 May 23 2016 18:40 19:35 15 14.2 18.3 5 2.7 4.3 −21.9 4.3 10 44.7 12

 June 11 2016 14:30 15:40 140 13.8 40 12 2.6 5.7 −32.6 5 13 53.8 30

 May 6 2017 15:42 16:43 24 36.2 66 14 6.8 9.8 −33.6 1.8 10.5 48.1 18

 June 1, 2017 07:47 08:23 9 1.1 19 8 1.5 4 −33 2.6 9 41.3 14

 June 2 2018 21:40 22:32 10 43.1 85 10 11.6 16.9 −22.8 2.2 13.5 54.5 23

 Sep. 18 2018 18:10 18:53 110 6.0 11.6 - - - −29.2 5.2 13.5 60 18

 May 14 2017 18:40 19:13 5 11.8 16 5 3.9 2.7 −37.7 2.7 10 45.8 15

3rd category collapsing: cases

 May 7 2017 13:35 13:56 18 25.1 48 11 2.4 3.8 −27.5 0.2 11 49.8 10

 July 31 2017 18:50 20:09 105 26.9 39 6 4.0 6.5 −23.8 14.2 14.5 57.4 26

 June 8, 2018 13:35 15:14 24 8.2 13.4 16 3.3 6.3 0 7.1 13 51.6 33

 June 17 2018 13:50 14:53 150 8.0 15.3 - - - −27 7.7 11.5 59.2 26

 August 10 2018 16:35 17:35 107 9.0 22 - - - −30.4 11.3 11.5 42.9 21

 August 27 2018 18:00 18:37 120 8.5 13.6 - - - −16.5 12.3 12 55.3 14

 Sep. 18 2018 16:00 16:39 120 7.8 20.3 - - −14.5 8.3 13 50.1 13

 June 14 2020 22:05 23:41 5 32.5 54 6 14.8 25 −17.7 7.7 10 45.4 27

 May 18 2016 15:00 16:01 25 8.5 13.7 10 2.3 3.5 −25.8 1.1 11 57.7 24

 May 23 2016 14:25 15:14 65 9.9 17 7 3.5 5.7 −18.3 5.5 12.5 52.9 18

 October 5, 2015 07:50 08:08 7 12.2 29.2 6 6.0 10.19 27.4 1.6 10.5 50.9 27

Note. As shown in the table, we have registered 12 TGE events when near surface electric field was positive, 9 TGE events in negative field, and 10 TGE cases when 
we have a collapsing storm.

Table 3 
Summary of Information on the Working Collection of Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements (TGEs) for This Study
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Once a candidate TGE was identified, the radar data were then consulted. Volume scan radar data were retrieved 
from the MRL-5 S-band archive to look for convective developments that appeared to coincide with the maxima 
in the surface electric field. The collection of all cases with well-defined TGEs and with accompanying radar 
data is included in Table 3. This Table also includes durations and intensities of TGEs on both the STAND1cm 
and SEVAN detectors, the maximum surface electric field and polarity, and various meteorological parameters 
(surface temperature, pressure, maximum radar height, and peak wind speed). From this larger collection of 
categorized cases, three best-defined cases each of “positive” TGEs and “negative” TGEs with stable vertical 
development in the radar observations were selected for detailed presentation (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). A third 
classification showing the rapid collapse of the storm was also identified in the “positive” TGE category and two 
cases were drawn from Table 3 for detailed presentation (Section 3.4). The implicit assumption in this search was 
that the convective electrification was precipitation-based and that the dominant precipitation type was graupel. 
This assumption is based on the overwhelming evidence for a thunderstorm electrification process based on colli-
sions between graupel and ice crystals (Bateman et al., 1999; Marshall & Stolzenburg, 1998; Takahashi, 1978). 
Given that graupel is the dominant solid-phase hydrometeor in ordinary thunderclouds, radar is particularly well 
suited to identifying new regions of growth because the radar reflectivity depends on the sixth power of the 
graupel diameters (e.g., Battan, 1973). The other important consideration in the radar analysis was the proxim-
ity of the inferred convective development to the surface electric field measurement. For simple dipolar charge 
structures, the electric field is expected to fall off like 1/R 3, where R is the distance to the convective feature. 
Accordingly, attention was focused on the development of radar reflectivity directly overhead and at a close slant 
range (<3 km) from the electric field measurement.

Given the abundant evidence for the tripolar electrical structure of ordinary thunderclouds (Bruning et al., 2007; 
Kuettner,  1950; Li et  al.,  2020; Mansell et  al.,  2010; Simpson & Robinson, 1940; Simpson & Scrase,  1937; 
Williams, 1989; Zheng et al., 2018), and with individual charge center heights tied to in situ temperature (Jacobson 
& Krider, 1976; Krehbiel, 1981, 1986; Kuettner, 1950; Simpson & Robinson, 1940; Simpson & Scrase, 1937), 
the most important consideration in interpreting the radar data pertained to the vertical development of the reflec-
tivity in the volume scan data. Vertical profiles of maximum reflectivity at any given altitude are an important 
characteristic of the TGE cases examined.

A common finding with all the case studies addressed below is that the new convective growth, likely orograph-
ically induced, is occurring in the presence of debris cloud from earlier convection. This is evident from both the 
all-sky camera observations (not shown) and the radar observations. The likelihood of pre-glaciated conditions 
will become an important aspect of the interpretation of these remarkably electrified small clouds.

3.2. Selected Case Studies for Positive TGE Events Linked With Shallow Convection

3.2.1. 4 May 2018

On this date, two positive TGEs were observed in fairly quick succession, 25 min apart. Figures 4a and 5a show 
the respective E field and gamma ray records. Both TGEs are clearly associated with strong positive excursions 
in the electric field, to values exceeding 30 kV/m. Four radar volume scans were available for each event. In both 
cases, the conspicuous maxima in particle flux are nearly coincident with the maxima in electric field, at 0940 
UT (1340 LT) and 1004 UT (1404 LT), respectively. No evidence is seen for large discontinuities in electric 
field in the buildups to the TGE times that might be attributable to lightning. The two TGE events will now be 
discussed in turn.

Figure 4b shows the sequence of four radar CAPPIs at an altitude of 6 km MSL (T = −15.7 oC) and corresponding 
to the four times marked by vertical red arrows for the first event on this day. Circles superimposed on all radar 
CAPPIs have 23 km diameters and are centered on the Aragats surface observations of electric field and gamma 
rays. An elongated clustering of small cells is evident, with a NE/SW orientation. New cell growth is evident 
directly over Aragats at 0935 UT (1335 LT) with a maximum area at 0938 UT (1338 LT) as the strong positive E 
field is increasing. Two cells with reflectivity reaching 30 dBZ are visible in the fourth CAPPI, one north and one 
south of Aragats and within 1–2 km. It is reasonable to assume that the electrification in these cells is responsible 
for the growth of the positive E field and the formation of the positive TGE at the ground.

Figure 4c shows the profile of maximum CAPPI reflectivity over Aragats at the time of the third CAPPI (0941 
UT (1341 LT)), and closest to the time of the peak gamma ray flux at the surface. Every vertical profile of maxi-
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Figure 4. Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements on 4 May 2018, with radar start time at 13:35 LT. (a) time series of surface 
electric field and gamma ray flux, (b) time sequence of four radar Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) at an 
altitude of 6 km MSL (T = −15.7 (c), (The superimposed circles with diameters of 23 km are centered on the Aragats surface 
observations). (c) vertical profile of maximum CAPPI reflectivity over Aragats at 1341 LT.
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Figure 5. Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements on 4 May 2018 with radar start time at 14:01 LT. (a) time series of surface 
electric field and gamma ray flux, (b) time sequence of four radar Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) at an 
altitude of 6 km MSL (T = −15.7°C). (The superimposed circles with diameters of 23 km are centered on the Aragats surface 
observations). (c) vertical profile of maximum CAPPI reflectivity over Aragats at 1405 LT.
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mum reflectivity is produced by finding the largest value of reflectivity (dBZ) within 3 km of the vertical line 
centered on the Aragats surface observations. This profile shows a maximum of 22 dBZ at 6 km (T = −15.7 oC) 
and a rapid decline at a greater altitude. This reflectivity profile is weaker than is typical for other active moun-
tain thunderstorms (Dye et al., 1989; Raymond et al., 1991) in New Mexico, for example, Williams (1990) is a 
counterexample. A possible explanation for weaker reflectivity in these Aragats storms was considered earlier in 
the radar discussion in Section 2.5.

Figure 5b shows the sequence of four CAPPIs for the second positive TGE documented in Figure 5a, with red 
arrows marking the CAPPI times. Since this event is only 25 min later than the first, one sees reflectivity features 
here that are correlated with those in Figure 4b, especially the larger cell 7–8 km southwest of Aragats. But a new 
cell is evident at 1001 UT (1401 LT) directly over Aragats and this cell enlarges in the area and intensifies to 36 
dBZ (with little apparent advection) by the second CAPPI at 1005 UT (1405 LT) which is the closest to the time 
of the TGE. By 1008 UT (1408 LT) the same cell is showing signs of decay at this altitude.

Figure 5c shows the profile of maximum reflectivity for the second volume scan at 1405 LT when the gamma 
ray flux is strongest. A reflectivity of 28 dBZ is evident at 4.5 km MSL (T = −5.7 oC) altitude, and then the 
reflectivity declines markedly with altitude above 5 km MSL (T = −15.7 oC). This weak profile is generally 
consistent with the absence of lightning, but the development of a positive electric field exceeding 30 kV/m (see 
also Figure 4) is remarkable.

3.2.2. 30 May 2018

This event was identified in an earlier study (Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, et al., 2018) and characterized therein as 
“one of the four largest TGE events observed on Aragats in the last decade” (133 Standard deviations in gamma 
ray flux on the STAND 1 detector, see Table 3). No radar analysis accompanied this earlier study, but the modest 
vertical development for this storm is entirely consistent with the other selected examples of positive TGEs.

Figure 6a shows the concurrent records of surface electric field and gamma ray flux, and shows a strong peak 
in the flux (at 0126 UT (0526 LT)) after the electric field transitions to positive polarity (dominant + charge 
overhead). Additional evidence in the E field record is noted for a lightning discharge during this transition and a 
second discharge nearly coincident with the time of maximum flux. The total duration of the flux enhancement 
is less than 4 minutes, in keeping with a convective time scale for these events.

Figure 6b shows a time sequence of six CAPPIs all at an altitude of 5 km MSL (T = −5.3 oC). A contiguous line 
of convection, only ∼2 km wide, oriented northwest/southeast is advancing toward Aragats from the southwest 
as the foul weather field (Figure 6a) increases in magnitude, through the times of the first four CAPPIs. By the 
time of the fifth and +TGE coincident CAPPI (0126 UT (0526 LT)), this convective line is directly over Aragats, 
nearly coincident with the maximum value of positive electric field. In the sixth and final CAPPI (0130 UT 
(0530 LT)) a major reduction in reflectivity is noted and the electric field has reverted to negative polarity. This 
sequence suggests that a lower positive charge has fallen out of the storm on radar-detected precipitation.

The vertical profile of maximum reflectivity extracted from the volume scan at 0126 UT (0526 LT) is shown in 
Figure 6c. Maximum values are 25–30 dBZ up to an altitude of 5 km MSL (T = −5.3 oC). Above this altitude, the 
reflectivity declines sharply, similar to the other selected examples of +TGE storms. So, despite the exceptional 
nature of this event noted earlier (Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, et al., 2018), the radar characteristics are in line with 
the other examples of positive TGE storms.

3.3. Selected Case Studies for Negative TGE Events Linked With Deep Convection

3.3.1. 11 June 2016

This storm exhibiting a well-defined negative TGE is decidedly larger and more electrically active than any of 
the storms producing positive TGEs discussed earlier. Figure 7a shows simultaneous records of electric field 
(black trace) and gamma ray flux (blue trace). Numerous (many per minute) discontinuities associated with 
lightning flashes are evident in the early part of the record when the prevailing field is positive polarity. Six red 
vertical arrows showing the sampling times for consecutive radar volume scans are also included. The initially 
positive field trends negative for the first time near the second volume scan (1141 UT (1541 LT)) and then recov-
ers quickly to positive polarity, before transitioning to negative electric field and a nearly coincident upsurge in 
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Figure 6. Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements on 30 May 2018 with radar start time 0513 LT (a) time series of surface electric field and gamma ray flux, (b) time 
sequence of six Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) all at an altitude of 5 km MSL (T = −5.3°C). (The superimposed circles with diameters of 23 km are 
centered on the Aragats surface observations). (c) vertical profile of maximum CAPPI reflectivity extracted from the volume scan at 0126 UT.
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Figure 7. Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements on 11 June 2016 with radar start time 1537 LT, (a) time series of surface 
electric field and gamma ray flux, (b) time sequence of six Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) all at an 
altitude of 6 km MSL (T = −12.5 oC), (The superimposed circles with diameters of 23 km are centered on the Aragats surface 
observations). (c) vertical profile of maximum CAPPI reflectivity at 1548 LT.
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gamma flux near 1143 UT (1543 LT) which is then sustained for ∼10 min until 1153 UT (1553 LT) when the 
field reverts again to positive polarity.

Many small discontinuities in the electric field record characterize this negative TGE period, but also two large 
field changes indicating an abrupt lowering of negative charge by lightning, one coinciding with the increase 
in the TGE gamma ray flux and the other accompanying the decrease in flux toward the end of the event. An 
expanded view of the large field changes can be seen in Figure 12c.

Figure 7b shows the sequence of six radar CAPPIs (at an altitude of 6 km MSL (T = −12.5 oC)) at the six times 
indicated in Figure 7a by red arrows. The horizontal extents of the strong reflectivity features here are 3–5 times 
larger than the examples pertaining to the positive TGE events shown earlier. A consistent pattern of advection 
of the cellular features from the west-southwest across Aragats is evident over the CAPPI time sequence. In the 
initial CAPPI (1137 UT(1537 LT)) a 40+ dBZ core is evident 2–3 km southwest of Aragats. By the third CAPPI 
(1144 UT (1544 LT)) a local maximum in reflectivity is centered on Aragats, just at the outset of the TGE In the 
fourth CAPPI (1148 UT (1548 LT)) and close to the time of the maximum gamma ray flux. Aragats is on the 
rear edge of the reflectivity maximum. For the fifth and sixth CAPPIs, the storm has moved beyond Aragats by 
a few kilometers.

The evidence for large negative charge removal with this storm overhead and small positive charge removal 
between the time of the fifth CAPPI and into the sixth CAPPI together support the presence of a strong (upper) 
positive dipole structure for this storm.

Figure 7c shows the vertical profile of maximum reflectivity at any given altitude extracted from the radar volume 
scan at 1151 UT (1551 LT) closest to the time of maximum gamma ray flux in the negative TGE. This profile 
is more strongly developed than those shown in conjunction with the positive TGEs documented earlier, with a 
profile maximum (25–30 dBZ) reaching an altitude of 6.5 km MSL and an environmental temperature of ∼-16 oC. 
The profile is substantially stronger than positive TGE cases at higher levels as well, with 10 dBZ extending to 
9–9.5 km MSL (T = −34.5 oC) in this storm.

3.3.2. 6 May 2017

This storm case demonstrates how a laterally compact reflectivity feature (unlike the previous example) can 
produce a negative TGE so long as the vertical development is sufficiently strong. Figure 8a shows the variation 
of surface electric field (black) and gamma ray flux (blue) for a ∼50 min period on 6 May 2017. Vertical red 
arrows again show six times of radar volume scans. An active lightning period (∼1 flash/min) and positive elec-
tric field precede the time of the first volume scan. The conspicuous “negative” TGE in gamma ray flux is nearly 
coincident with the strongest negative field (>30 kV/m) for the entire storm day, close to the time of the third 
volume scan (1243 UT (1643 LT)).

A large discontinuity in electric field (1243 UT (1643 LT)) associated with a lowering of negative charge accom-
panies the declining phase of the gamma ray flux in the TGE.

Figure 8b includes the sequence of six CAPPIs (at an altitude of 6 km MSL) at times indicated by red vertical lines 
in Figure 8a. Scattered convective cells are present both east and west of Aragats. The rapid decay of reflectivity 
overhead from the first to the second CAPPI is consistent with the decay in electrical activity evident in Figure 8a. 
But a tiny cell in the new development is seen nearly overhead in the second CAPPI. By the time of the third 
CAPPI (1243 UT (1643 LT)), this cell has enlarged considerably and had attained a reflectivity exceeding 25 dBZ. 
The maximum cell diameter is only 3–4 km at this time. This development closely coincides with the maximum 
gamma ray flux in the TGE. By the time of the fourth CAPPI (1246 UT (1646 LT)), the overhead cell has already 
decayed in the area and in reflectivity, and the gamma ray flux is no longer anomalous. Other cell developments 
are visible nearly overhead in the fifth and sixth CAPPIs and may be linked with a secondary development of 
gamma ray flux in Figure 8b that maximizes at 1252 UT (1652 LT) and between the times of these two CAPPIs.

Figure 8c depicts the vertical profile of the maximum reflectivity extracted from each altitude of the radar volume 
scan that coincides with the peak TGE at 1241 UT (1641 LT). Maximum values are 30 dBZ, diminished to 20 
dBZ at 7 km MSL (where T = −26 oC) and then a more rapid decline but with detectable reflectivity to 9.5 km 
MSL altitude. Though not a strong profile in the context of ordinary active thunderstorms, this profile is notably 
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Figure 8. Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements on 6 May 2017 with radar start time 1627 LT. (a) time series of surface electric field and gamma ray flux, (b) time 
sequence of six Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) all at an altitude of 6 km MSL (T = −18.8 oC), (The superimposed circles with diameters of 23 km 
are centered on the Aragats surface observations). (c) vertical profile of maximum CAPPI reflectivity at 1643 LT.
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stronger than the profiles documented for the positive TGE cases, despite the small reflectivity area involved with 
the convective development.

The TGE on this day was previously considered by Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, et al. (2018) as an example of how a 
terminating lightning flash could abruptly reduce the gamma ray flux (documented in Figure 12d) at the surface 
beneath the storm. The following documentation brings the S-band radar data to this case.

3.3.3. 1 June 2017

This final example of a negative TGE case is similar to the previous one in showing highly localized growth of 
radar reflectivity in the mixed-phase region directly over the Aragats measurements, but without production of 
large-scale lightning, at least in the initial growth of the TGE. Figure 9a shows simultaneous records of the elec-
tric field (black) and gamma ray flux (blue) at Aragats. The six vertical red arrows show the times of the radar 
volume scans, with the third scan closest in time to the conspicuous TGE maximum at 0423 UT (0823 LT). This 
strong excursion is a 21-standard-deviation event on the STAND 1 cm detector (Table 3). The electric field lacks 
any indication of abrupt discontinuities, even as the field reverses polarity from positive to negative field in the 
interval 0419 to 0422 UT (0819–0822 LT) as the gamma ray flux intensifies.

Figure 9b shows the sequence of six CAPPIs, each at an elevation of 6 km MSL (T = −20 oC), corresponding to 
the six red arrows shown in Figure 9a. The CAPPIs are dominated by a few scattered cells (with diameters of 
a few kilometers), all within the 23 km-diameter circle centered on Aragats, prior to the time of the TGE. The 
smallness of the cells is consistent with the evidence for an absence of lightning in the E field record. One small 
cell with reflectivity reaching 30+ dBZ is dead-center over Aragats in the first CAPPI. New cell growth is evident 
to the east-northeast of this initial cell in the second CAPPI at 0419 UT (0819 LT) concurrent with the strong 
excursion of an electric field to negative polarity, indicative of the growth of dominant negative charge overhead. 
This same cell shows intensification to 31 dBZ in the third CAPPI and further enlargement of the 25 dBZ reflec-
tivity contour in the fourth CAPPI at 0426 UT (0826 LT). By the time of the fifth CAPPI (0430 UT (0830 LT)), 
this nearest cell to Aragats had decayed, consistent with the decline in the gamma ray flux. The decay of this cell 
continues into the final (sixth) CAPPI, though other smaller cells remain and may be important for the sustenance 
of the strong negative E field remaining after the gamma ray flux declines.

Figure 9c shows the vertical profile of maximum reflectivity extracted from the volume scan closest in time to 
the peak gamma ray flux (0423 UT (0823 LT)). A reflectivity of 24 dBZ is sustained until an altitude of 6.5 km 
MSL (T = −25°C) and then declines at higher levels. Detectable reflectivity is still present above 9 km MSL, in 
contrast to like profiles for the positive TGE cases presented earlier.

Evidence has also been found for “negative” TGEs beneath deep debris clouds from earlier deep convection, and 
exhibiting radar reflectivity less than values typical for graupels (∼30 dBZ). These events have not been treated 
here for lack of space but are deserving of further study.

3.4. Collapse of Deeper Storms: TGEs With Positive E Field

The observations described so far in this paper demonstrate a clear tendency for “positive” TGEs associated 
with shallow (i.e., “warmer”) storms and “negative” TGEs with deeper (i.e., “colder”) storms. The discovery of 
another set of positive TGE events associated with deeper storms appeared at first to contradict the main working 
hypothesis. However, when a more thorough Lagrangian analysis of several of these cases was undertaken to 
show the collapse of these storms in their arrival over the Aragats observation site, a more harmonious picture 
emerged. “Positive” TGEs remain linked with shallow vertical development.

The previously described (Section 3.3) TGE cases showed quasi-stable vertical development of reflectivity over 
the nominal five-minute duration of the TGE, and a single vertical profile of maximum reflectivity over the 
observation site (formally speaking, an Eulerian analysis of radar observations) was adequate to characterize the 
storm vertical development. To characterize the collapse of these initially deeper storms, we needed to follow 
the  evolution of their profiles of maximum reflectivity in a period prior to their arrival at the Aragats observation 
site. This involved the identification of the main convective cell (or cell cluster) in successive CAPPI sets and at 
all CAPPI heights as the cell progressed from the west (and upslope given the elevated location of the observation 
site at 3,200 m MSL, as shown in Figure 2) over the observation site. Formerly speaking, this is a Lagrangian 
analysis, moving with the cell.
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Figure 9. Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements on 1 June 2017 with radar start time 0815 LT, (a) Time series of surface 
electric field and particle flux, (b) time sequence of six Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) all at an altitude 
of 6 km MSL (T = −20°C) (The superimposed circles have diameters of 23 km). (c) vertical profile of maximum CAPPI 
reflectivity at 08:23 LT.
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Two examples were selected for this systematic collapsing storm behavior (5 October 2015 and 8 June 2018), and 
similarities between the two cases will be noted. A time-height evolution of maximum reflectivity (Lhermitte & 
Williams, 1984) at every CAPPI height will serve as the main radar documentation in each case.

3.4.1. 5 October 2015

Figure 10a shows simultaneous records of the electric field (black) and gamma ray flux (blue) at Aragats, just 
as in the earlier case studies. Times of radar volume scans used for this analysis is again shown with red arrows. 
Figure 10b also shows the evolution of maximum radar reflectivity in time-height format. Also shown in the 
bottom panel is a record of storm distance, including the range from field mill location to the maximum reflectiv-
ity value and the distances from both closest and furthest detectable reflectivity. The flash rate history based on 
the field changes in the field mill record is also shown (Figure 10c).

Specific features of the electric field record can be paired with specific features of the time-height reflectivity 
plot. In the time interval 0740–0800 LT, the storm is deepening as the electric field trends negative, indicative 
of a buildup of dominant negative charge in the main positive dipole region. Many field changes of the order of 
1 kV/m in amplitude are consistent with the distance of ∼13 km to the storm core around 0755 LT. A modest 
peak flash rate of 2 flashes per minute is evident in the electric field record at 0754 LT when the radar cloud top 
height (0 dBZ threshold) is 11 km (MSL).

A transition from negative to positive electric field occurs at 0757 LT, suggesting a growing influence of the 
LPCC at a time that includes both the rapid collapse of the radar reflectivity aloft and the increased proximity 
of the main cell to the field observation site. Field changes with the same polarity as before are evident (at 0757 
LT and 0759 LT), suggesting the presence of IC flashes in the main dipole of the storm that leaves orphaned the 
LPCC and thereby increase the magnitude of the positive field. Such field changes are conspicuous in this and 
other examples, and are appropriately called “tripole field changes”.

After a weakening of the magnitude of the positive field in the interval 0802–0804 LT, the magnitude again 
increases to its maximum value of the entire storm at 0805 LT, 1 min prior to the maximum gamma ray flux of the 
TGE (at 0806 LT). Both the collapse of the radar vertical development and the increased proximity of the main 
call has continued to this juncture, consistent with the dominance of the LPCC in both the TGE and the behavior 
of the surface electric field.

Following the storm collapse and the disappearance of reflectivity >25 dBZ, the electric field exhibits a strong 
excursion to opposite (negative) polarity, supporting the dominance of residual negative charge in the main dipole 
at this stage. The maximum negative field occurs at 0809 LT and both the anomalous TGE flux and all lightning 
flashes have ceased.

3.4.2. 8 June 2018

Figure 11a displays simultaneous records of the electric field (black) and gamma ray flux (red, NaI detector 
and green, STAND1 detector). The time-height plot of maximum reflectivity, together with storm proximity 
information for 8 June 2018 in the same format as for the earlier 5 October 2015 case. Many similarities with 
the earlier collapsing storm will be noted below. This approaching storm is somewhat more complicated in 
that multiple cells (not shown) are involved, but a clear presence of a negative electric field is apparent (with a 
magnitude ∼5 kV/m) in this approaching-storm in the time interval up to 1502 LT. The maximum reflectivity 
in Figure 11b shows strong upward development to a maximum cloud top height of 12 km (MSL) at 1450 LT as 
the cells migrate toward Aragats from the west. Consistent field changes with positive polarity are evident in this 
time interval, consistent with IC flashes in the main dipole region, and also consistent with typical thunderstorm 
development elsewhere (e.g., Krehbiel, 1986). The peak flash rate in Figure 11c (1459 LT) occurs just after the 
peak vertical development.

The onset of the strong collapse of this storm is evident from 1450 LT through the time of the TGE at 1514 LT. 
The strong excursion from negative to positive E field is evident near 1504 LT during a notable diminishment 
of reflectivity in the temperature domain of the main dipole region (−10 to −20 oC) and the descent of (inferred) 
graupel into the temperature domain of the LPCR (0 oC to −10 oC). Beginning at 1504 LT, lightning-associ-
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Figure 10. Stacked plot with (a) time series of surface electric field and gamma ray flux, (b) time-height plot of maximum 
reflectivity and information on cell proximity, and (c) flash rate history, all for the collapsing storm on 5 October 2015. The 
red line is showing the peak time of the Thunderstorm Ground Enhancement.
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Figure 11. Stacked plot with (a) time series of surface electric field and gamma ray flux (with two detectors), (b) time-height 
plot of maximum reflectivity and cell proximity information, and (c) flash rate history, all for the collapsing storm on 8 June 
2018. The red line is showing the peak time of the Thunderstorm Ground Enhancement.
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ated negative changes in the electric field are evident, plausibly caused by IC 
flashes in an active lower (inverted) dipole that diminishes the LPCC nearest 
the field mill on the ground.

As with the October 5 case, both the collapse and the increasing proximity 
of the main cell to the Aragats observation site appear to contribute to an 
increasing influence of the LPCC on the surface electric field and on the 
formation of the TGE.

By the time of the TGE at 1514 LT, the radar top has descended from a maxi-
mum of 14 km MSL at 1504 LT to a height of 9.5 km MSL, a total drop of 
4.5 km. This evidence is consistent with the observations from other shallow 
storm cases showing “positive” TGEs, that the lower inverted dipole of the 
general tripole structure is playing a fundamental role in the downward accel-
eration of runaway electrons.

This 8 June 2018 case (and other cases on 7 May 2017; 17 June 2018 and 
10 August 2018, not shown for lack of space) also illustrates the importance 
of the selection of gamma ray detector in the documentation of the TGE. 
Chilingarian (2018a) had earlier shown the importance of radon progeny as a 
source of enhanced gamma radiation in the proximity of Aragats storms. This 
radon source is physically distinct from the gamma radiation linked with the 
RREA process and electron runaway, which involves higher energy (>3 MeV 
gammas; see also Wada et al., 2021). Figure 11a, (red) shows the compara-
tive behavior of electric field and gamma ray histories with the STAND1cm 
detector (with gamma ray response from 0.1 to 5 MeV) and a NaI #5 detector 
(>3 MeV response). The superimposed gamma response with the STAND 
1 cm detector (Figure 11a, green) leaves the confused impression that the TGE 
maximum is occurring during the transition in the electric field from positive 
to negative polarity. But when the radon signal is removed and only the most 
energetic gammas are retained, the correspondence of TGE maximum with 
positive electric field is preserved. It is also apparent from Figure 11a that the 
relative change in count rate is greater when only the most energetic gamma 
rays are registered. This finding is consistent with the observations of TGEs 
in winter storms in Japan at sea level by Wada et al. (2021).

4. Discussion
4.1. Vertical Profiles of Radar Reflectivity for “Positive” and 
“Negative” TGEs

The physical distinction in the origin of TGEs in positive and negative 
electric fields is a central goal of this study. Figure 13 draws together the 
vertical profiles of maximum reflectivity for the six case studies previously 
discussed, three in the strong positive field and three in strong negative field. 
The Yerevan temperature soundings on the respective storm days were used to 
transform radar-based MSL altitude to environmental temperature, given the 
abundance of evidence in earlier studies that the charge accumulation zones 
in the vertical are temperature-dependent (see references in Introduction).

A clear distinction is evident in the respective profiles above the 0°C isotherm. 
The profiles for the “positive” cases decline markedly in the temperature 
interval −10°C to −20°C widely recognized as containing negatively charged 
graupel particles in ordinary thunderstorms. In contrast, the profiles for the 
“negative” cases exhibit order-of-magnitude stronger reflectivity throughout 
this region and extend to the tops of the measured storms.

Figure 12. Terminating lightning in the electric field record and synchronous 
decreases in gamma ray flux for (a) 4 May 2018 (ASNT), (b) 30 May 2018 
(ASNT) (c) 11 June 2016 (STAND) (d) 6 May 2017 (STAND) (e) 8 June 2018 
(ASNT). Red arrows mark the times of the terminating flashes.
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Figure 1 illustrates the physical interpretation of the radar observations in Figure 13, in the context of the temper-
ature-dependent tripole structure. Two distinct scenarios are shown in Figure 1, one for positive TGEs (left) 
and one for negative TGEs (right). The high field zone of downward electron acceleration is shown by the light 
red ellipse in both cases. The full tripole and “negative” TGEs are manifest when graupel collisions with ice 
crystals are active within the main dipole. This scenario may likely involve the action of a particle balance level 
(Atlas, 1966) with updraft ascent balanced by graupel fall speed (Lhermitte & Williams, 1985). Alternatively, 
this scenario may depend on the existence of a charge reversal temperature (Jayaratne & Saunders, 1984) within 
the main negative charge region where the relative dominance of negative space charge from cloud particles and 
from graupel particles changes with height within the main negative charge layer (Bateman et al., 1999; Marshall 
& Stolzenburg, 1998). The shallower inverted dipole is manifest when graupel collisions with crystals are most 
active at warmer temperatures. A legitimate question arises as to why the lower (inverted) dipole is suppressed in 
the full tripole when the reflectivity profile shows evidence for graupel in the lower dipole region. One possible 
explanation is the absence of ice crystals at warmer temperatures. And why then are crystals present in the case 
of the inverted dipole/“ positive” TGE scenario? It is possible that on Mt Aragats one has orographically forced 
upslope convective development with a pre-glaciated condition due to previous storm activity. The establishment 
of such conditions will require observational assets beyond what has been assembled for the present study.

The maximum values of reflectivity in all vertical profiles documented in Figure 13 are of the order of 30 dBZ. 
These values are modest in comparison with maximum reflectivity values (40–60 dBZ) known to exist in the 
mixed phase regions of thunderstorms, both at the time of first lightning occurrence (Antonescu et al., 2013; Dye 
et al., 1989; Liu et al., 2012; Williams et al., 1989), and during active lightning production (Dye et al., 1989; 
Krehbiel, 1986; Lhermitte & Williams, 1985). This circumstance suggested initially that the MRL-5 radar cali-
bration may be off, with the radar reading low in reflectivity. Other considerations, however, suggest that the 
modest reflectivity values in the six vertical profiles in Figure 13 are mostly valid and that other explanations 
may be at play. The documented TGE cases in this study do not represent the initial electrification of the day, 
nor do the cases with lightning (Table 4) represent the first lightning flash of the day. Quite the contrary, all of 
the TGEs examined are preceded by at least 30 min of electrified cloud over Aragats, with surface electric field 
substantially greater than fair-weather levels (or order 100  V/m). Assuming that the ice-based non-inductive 
charging mechanism is operating at Aragats, this observation supports the idea that pre-glaciated conditions were 
present for long periods prior to the TGE. In such conditions, the large surface fields characterizing the TGEs may 
not require the large radar reflectivity values characteristic of the initial lightning stage and the active lightning 
stage documented in earlier studies. Indeed, a more modest reflectivity development may be more conducive 

Figure 13. Collection of all six case study vertical profiles of radar reflectivity versus temperature.
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to the attainment of the larger electric field at the surface because the dielectric strength of the storm interior is 
compromised by the presence of large hydrometeors and turbulence. In this context, it is worth reminding that the 
TGEs in this study were not found by appeal to radar data to find the most lightning-active and highly reflective 
regions over Aragats. Instead, the maxima in surface electric field and gamma ray flux were used to guide the 
examination of simultaneous radar reflectivity. In the collapsing storm cases of Section 3.4, the TGEs were found 
at a storming stage of decidedly reduced reflectivity development and lightning activity. The present study is new 
in focusing on a previously unexplored phase of storm electrification characterized by the largest surface electric 
field but reduced vigor in both lightning activity and radar reflectivity.

This radar evidence in Figure 13 is consistent with the well-established temperature-dependent tripole struc-
ture (Bruning et  al.,  2007; Li et  al.,  2020; Simpson & Robinson, 1940; Simpson & Scrase, 1937; Takahashi 
et al., 1999, 2012; Zheng et al., 2018), with a graupel-driven inverted dipole at a warmer temperature, and a 
graupel-driven main dipole in the colder part of the troposphere. The additional documentation of collapsing 
storms is also consistent information in showing evidence for dominance of the main negative charge in earlier, 
deeper convective development, followed by dominance of the lower inverted dipole as the graupel from aloft 
vacates the main dipole and descends to occupy the temperature range (0°C to −10°C) linked with the inverted 
dipole and the LPCC. The observations of enhanced reflectivity linked with the strong D 6 dependence of radar 
return on graupel diameter are giving information on where the temperature-dependent graupel charge resides in 
the respective storms.

The dominance of temperature-dependent inverted dipole structure in storms with shallow vertical development, 
and in widely diverse geographical locations, can be found in Bruning et al. (2007) (Oklahoma, USA), Takahashi 
et al. (2019); Zheng et al. (2018) (Japan), Takahashi et al. (1999) (Micronesia), Li et al. (2020) (Tibetan Plateau, 
China), and Svechnikova et al. (2021); Armenia). The examination of reflectivity structure directly over regions 
characterized by electron runaway and enhanced flux of gamma radiation in the present study serves to focus 
attention on the storm generator that is productive to the most intense electric field (of either polarity). This 
strategy is notably different from related remote sensing methods for lightning charge and for divergent outflow 
(microbursts) that are insensitive to the LPCC.

Wada et al. (2021) have also demonstrated a key role for graupel particles in a radar study of TGEs in winter 
storms in Japan. The temperature-dependent charge structures bring the storm electron accelerator closer to the 

Date (TGE time) Terminating flash time (UT)
Lightning type for terminating 

flash Flux decrease? E field mean at peak
Description of E 
field during TGE

“Positive” TGEs

 4 May 2018 (0940 UT) 09:41:22 -IC (inverted dipole) YES (Figure 12a) 30 2.85 cycle/min

1 flash/min

 4 May 2018 (1005 UT) NO N.A. absent N.A. 34 1.7 cycle/min

1 flash/min

 30 May 2018 (0126 UT) 01:25:54 -CG (main dipole) YES (Figure 12b) 22 1 cycle/min

“Negative” TGEs

 11 June 2016 (1148 UT) 11:45:21 +IC (main dipole) YES (Figure 12c) −30 4.25 flash/min

 6 May 2017 (1242 UT) 12:42:24 -CG (main dipole) YES (Figure 12d) −31 1.5 cycle/min

0.5 flash/min

 1 June 2017 (0423 UT) NO N.A. absent N.A. −32 2.7 cycle/min

Collapsing Storm Cases (Positive TGEs)

 5 Oct 2015 (0406 UT) NO N.A. absent N.A. 22 4 cycle/min

 8 June 2018 (1114 UT) 11:14:06 -IC (inverted dipole) YES (Figure 12e) 19 1.5 cycle/min

0.6 flash/min

Table 4 
Summary of “Terminating Flashes” for Case Study Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements (All Five Terminating Flashes Noted Here are Also Shown in Figure 12)
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surface in winter time. The local conditions with the warm sea of Japan under cold air promote instability and 
vertical air motion suitable for the formation of graupel. Torii et al. (2011) showed earlier evidence for shallow 
storms in Japan in winter producing enhanced gamma emission. Lacking electric field records, Wada et al. were 
unable to classify their TGE events as “positive” or “negative” but given the information on in situ temperature 
in their reflectivity cross sections, one could make some polarity categorization of TGE cases in Japan based on 
the radar findings from Armenia in Figure 13.

4.2. Relative Prevalence of “Positive” and “Negative” TGEs

Evidence that TGEs can occur in strong electric fields of either polarity is widely known (Alexeenko et al., 2002; 
Chilingarian et al., 2017, 2020; Chum et al., 2020) and the phenomenon of interest here has now been documented 
in many countries worldwide: in Armenia (Chilingarian et  al.,  2010,  2011,  2012,  2017,  2021), in the Czech 
Republic (Kudela et al., 2017), in Italy (Aglietta, 1999; Brunetti et al., 2000), in Israel (Reuveni et al., 2017), in 
Japan (Torii et al., 2009, 2011; Tsuchiya et al., 2009; Wada et al., 2021), in Russia (Alexeenko et al., 2002; Gurev-
ich et al., 2011), in Slovakia (Chum et al., 2020), in Tibet (Tsuchiya et al., 2012) and in the US (Parks, 1981; 
McCarthy & Parks, 1985; Eack et al., 2020; Kelley et al., 2015). This abundance of modern-day observations has 
renewed interest in the earlier negative results of B.F.J. Schonland and C.T.R. Wilson (Suszcynsky et al., 1996) 
in their initial search for this phenomenon (Schonland, 1930; Schonland & Viljoen, 1933). Given the established 
exceptional abundance of documented TGE events on Mt Aragats (Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & 
Zazyan, 2021), it is useful to quantify their relative abundance by polarity. Figure 14 shows a histogram of TGEs 
with well-defined polarity context for the time period 2015 to 2020 (Chilingarian et al., 2019). Maximum (mini-
mum) electric field strengths have been extracted during positive (negative) TGEs during the full duration of 
half maximum (FDHM) in gamma ray flux. Negative events are more prevalent than positive events by a factor 
of about 2.5 to 1. Superficially speaking, this finding is consistent with the well-known summary by Benja-
min Franklin (1752): “The clouds of a thunder gust are most commonly in a negative state of electricity, but 
sometimes in a positive state.” In this same context, it should be noted that Figure 14 is at odds with the univer-
sal prevalence of a Wilson positive dipole (Schonland, 1927; Wilson, 1916, 1920), which would cause a more 
pronounced polarity asymmetry, and serves as further evidence for the general tripole structure.

A second finding in Figure 14 is that no statistically significant difference is evident in the field magnitude for 
“positive” and “negative” TGE events. Given the speculation that the domain of breakeven electric field might 

Figure 14. Comparative distribution of peak E field strength for Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements of both polarities for 
the 6-year time period 2015 to 2020.
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be carried down in the lower dipole of the tripole during the FEAWP (see next section), there was an expectation 
for a larger surface field for the “positive” TGEs. The observations in Figure 14 do not support that expectation.

4.3. Lightning and Electrical Behavior During Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements

The collective information on lightning flashes and gamma ray response for all eight case study storms considered 
in Section 3 is summarized in Table 4. A key lightning event, present in some TGE cases but not all, is the so-called 
“terminating flash” that occurs during the period of enhanced electric field and gamma ray flux (e.g., Chilingarian 
et al., 2015). The terminating flashes in the electric field records for all cases documented in Table 4 are shown 
in Figure 12 on the same time scale as the gamma ray flux. It is interesting that this same terminology (“terminat-
ing flash”) has been applied in earlier studies of the FEAWP (Holden et al., 1983; Lhermitte & Williams, 1984; 
Marshall & Winn, 1982; Moore & Vonnegut, 1977; Stolzenburg & Marshall, 1998; Williams, 1981). Given the 
radar evidence in this study, Field Excursion Associated with Precipitation (FEAWPs) and TGEs are in all like-
lihood different physical manifestations of the same thunderstorm phenomenon. FEAWPs show the same time 
scale as TGEs and by definition represent buildups in positive electric field and positively charged precipitation. 
The characteristic short times scales of FEAWPs and TGEs are attributable to the time required by graupel parti-
cles to descend through dipole extents of a few km, that is, 3,000 m at 10 m/s = 300 s = 5 min (Good examples 
of FEAWPs, before FEAWPs were named, can be found in the records of individual storms in the seminal studies 
of Simpson and Scrase (1937) and Simpson and Robinson (1940)).

The characterization of the lightning types (i.e., Intracloud (IC) and cloud-to-ground (CG)) for terminating 
flashes in Table 4 was made with the multiple field mill sites available around Mt. Aragats, in the same manner as 
in Chilingarian et al. (2017, 2020). Though the sample set in Table 4 is small, the findings are generally consistent 
with those of Chilingarian et al. (2017) for “negative” TGEs and with those of Chilingarian et al. (2020) for “posi-
tive” TGEs. That is to say that the “terminating flash” is an IC flash that discharges the respective dipole deemed 
mainly responsible for the downward electron acceleration. In two other cases (one positive TGE on 30 May 2018 
and one negative TGE on 6 May 2017, a negative CG occurs that diminishes the dominant main negative charge 
of the electron accelerator. No cases of +CGs have been found in either the previous or present studies.

The abrupt diminishment of gamma ray flux (in the one-second-sampled flux observations and noted in Table 4) 
at the times of these terminating flashes is further evidence of a diminishment in dipole electric field that is causal 
to the enhanced flux.

Table  4 also shows that the terminating flashes are not always present in TGEs. In a study by Chilingarian 
et al. (2017, 2020), only events with terminating flashes were selected for analysis. As noted in Section 3.1, the 
case study events selected here were chosen on the basis of the DC electric field and gamma ray flux data alone. 
Examples of this absence of terminating flashes in the present study are shown in all three categories in Table 4. 
These observations may be taken as evidence that lightning is not a fundamental player in the formation of the 
TGE (consistent with Wilson's [1925] seminal idea), but instead is just a manifestation of the increased electric 
field that also drives the electron runaway.

An additional TGE diagnostic here pertains to the behavior of the electric field when the magnitude of the field is 
near maximum. The strong field is unsteady on time scales of tens of seconds and is occasionally reduced slightly 
by abrupt lightning-like field changes typically an order of magnitude smaller than that of typical terminating 
flashes and occurring at rates of the order of one per minute. This information is included In the right-hand 
column of Table 4 and discussed in more detail below.

The TGE surface field is decidedly unsteady, with variations on time scales of many tens of seconds. The varia-
tions are characterized as a rough period per cycle of variation in Table 4. It would appear that when the electric 
field aloft is near the breakeven value (Dwyer & Uman, 2013), there may be adjustments in cloud conductivity 
underway of the kind considered by Kelley et al. (2015) that prevent full-scale breakdown of lightning. Following 
ideas in Marshall et al. (1995), the breakeven field may be limiting the formation of full-fledged breakdown by 
the creation of these conductivity anomalies in the avalanche region when breakeven is achieved.
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Regarding the abrupt field changes during the TGE, estimates can be made of the vertical charge moment changes 
ΔM assuming they are occurring in the breakeven region above. For a dipolar charge rearrangement above a 
conductive ground, the abrupt change in electric field ΔE is related to the charge moment change ΔM by

Δ𝑀𝑀 = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋3Δ𝐸𝐸 (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑚𝑚) 

where D is the distance between the dipole change and the field mill and ε is the permittivity of the atmosphere. 
Assuming the breakeven avalanche region is directly overhead, the distance D cannot much exceed 2 km. For a 
field change of 1 kV/m, typical of the observations in events considered in the right-hand column of Table 4, the 
estimated moment change ΔM is 440 C-m = 0.44 C-km. This value is one to two orders of magnitude smaller 
than typical charge rearrangements in intracloud lightning flashes (e.g., Koshak & Krider, 1989), substantiating 
the notion that these events do not represent storm dipole-scale breakdown (like the terminating flash) but instead 
involve smaller scales of the kind expected in avalanche-related conductivity anomalies (Kelley et al., 2015).

In this same context, an alternative idea in the literature envisages that a TGE may evolve into a large-scale light-
ning flash (Wada et al., 2019).

4.4. Surface Detectability of Energetic Electrons in TGEs

On account of the recognized production of gamma rays by bremsstrahlung by stopped runaway electrons (Dwyer 
& Uman, 2013; Kelley et al., 2015), and by virtue of their decidedly greater range in air than energetic electrons 
(3.5 m for 1 MeV; 43 m for 10 MeV; Evans, 1955), gamma rays are the dominant contributor to all records of 
count rate on surface detectors presented in this study. The important question remains about the detectability of 
energetic electrons at the surface from the expected runaway/avalanche process beneath the main negative charge 
region.

A key consideration in addressing this question is the so-called free passage distance from the lower boundary 
of the breakeven region to the detectors on the surface (Chilingarian et al., 2012). To enable avalanche electrons 
with MeV energies to reach surface detectors, this distance needs to be small—of the order of 100 m or less. 
Estimates of this quantity vary widely. In the nuclear physics literature on TGEs, the free passage distance is 
often associated with the cloud base height (Chilingarian et al., 2012; Chilingarian, 2018a, 2018b; Chilingarian, 
Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & Zazyan, 2021) which for the Aragats station (3.2 km MSL) is often 100m or less. 
The evidence for layers of reduced electric field due to corona space charge (Standler & Winn, 1979) would seem 
to require a free passage distance of at least 100 m. In contrast with these smaller estimates, the information from 
balloon soundings of the electric field in mountain thunderstorms in New Mexico, for example, at an observation 
altitude matched with that at Mt Aragats (3200 m MSL) does not show evidence for high field boundaries (or 
accompanying space charge anomalies) at cloud base height. Instead, the soundings show regions of an intense 
field which are vertically compact (typically 1, 000 m thick; Marshall et al., 2005) well above the cloud base, and 
relatively distant from the surface (∼1 km or greater; Stolzenberg & Marshall, 2009).

Toward deciding which estimates of free passage distance are most relevant at Aragats, one can consider typical 
TGE behavior. In examining a large number of Aragats events, Chilingarian, Karapetyan, et al.  (2013) found 
that typical gamma ray counts showed 3% increases during TGEs. No events were tabulated with increases less 
than 1% and so this value can be taken as a noise floor. In exceptional TGEs with count rate increases larger by 
an order of magnitude and more, and with detectable energetic electrons in more recent studies (Chilingarian, 
Hovsepyan, Svechnikova, & Zazyan  2021; Chilingarian, Hovsepyan, & Zazyan  2021), the energetic electron 
counts at the ground are of the order of 10% of the gamma ray counts. On this basis, it may be inferred that the 
variation in the energetic electron population will be approximately 10% of 3%, or 0.3%. This increase is below 
the noise floor for detection by a factor of three. On this basis, it can be concluded that the great majority of 
Aragats TGEs do not produce detectable energetic electrons. A reasonable explanation for this finding is that the 
free passage distance is large (i.e., significantly greater than 100 m).

Calculations with GEANT code (Agostinelli et  al.,  2003), of the kind considered earlier by Chilingarian 
et al. (2012) and in which the physical origins (avalanche primaries, Compton electrons, pair production, photo-
electric effect) of all energetic electrons at every height can be specified, demonstrate that Compton electrons are 
dominant for free passage distances greater than 100–150 m. The primary electrons are largely attenuated at these 
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distances. All things considered, it seems likely that when energetic electrons are detected in TGEs at Aragats, an 
appreciable portion of them are Compton electrons, enabled by the greater range of bremsstrahlung gamma rays 
in the air than electrons. Further work is needed to verify the imposition of breakeven electric fields at distances 
of order 100 m and less from the surface when avalanche/runaway electrons might be present.

4.5. Retrospective on Thunderstorms With Inverted Polarity

Special storm-scale experiments were carried out at Langmuir Laboratory in New Mexico during the summer of 
1984 with the objective to invert the main dipole polarity of thunderstorms (Moore et al., 1986). A negative space 
charge was released from a 2-km electrified cable spanning Sawmill Canyon, as a test of the convective theory 
for storm electrification (Vonnegut, 1963). The evidence put forth for the inverted polarity of the storms was 
the appearance of a strong electric field of positive polarity on the ground beneath the storm—exactly the mani-
festation of “positive” TGEs in the present study. Such manifestations were documented in Figure 1 of Moore 
et al. (1986) on two separate days (August 2 and 15, 1984).

No accompanying radar observations were presented by Moore et al. (1986), but fortunately, time-height analy-
ses of maximum reflectivity of the kind shown in Figures 10 and 11 have appeared in publications many years 
later for both storm days with “abnormal polarity”. The reflectivity plot for 2 August 1984 is found in Figure 1 
of Stolzenburg and Marshall (1998), and the corresponding plot for 15 August 1984 in Figure 2 in Marsh and 
Marshall (1993). Though not replicated here, consistent features of both plots are weaker-than-usual vertical devel-
opment (as in Figures 4c, 5c and 6c) and a decline of reflectivity contours with time in the temperature domain 
of the lower inverted dipole (0 to −10 oC; as in Figures 10 and 11). In addition, Stolzenburg and Marshall (1998) 
identified the period of anomalous (i.e., positive) electric field on August 2 as a Field Excursion Associated with 
Precipitation (FEAWP). The balloon sounding of electric field on August 15 (Marsh & Marshall, 1993) during 
one of the two anomalous periods shows clear evidence for tripole structure (their Figure 3c).

These radar-based connections with the present work support the view that natural variability in the cloud micro-
physical mechanism for the tripole structure (and its variants: Mansell et al., 2010) is responsible for the “abnormal 
field” in cases investigated by Moore et al. (1986). This perspective was previously expressed (Williams, 2014).

4.6. New Perspectives on the Lower Positive Charge Center (LPCC) in Thunderstorms

The search for TGEs at Mt Aragats with a large dataset of surface detectors and all overseen by S-band radar 
has placed a new spotlight on the lower positive charge center in thunderstorms. The methodology described in 
Section 3.1 began with a search for strong electric fields with positive polarity (i.e., dominant positive charge 
overhead). Figure 14 shows that nearly 30% of all documented TGEs exhibit maxima in strong positive fields. 
Invariably one finds in the radar observations low level precipitation cores over the location in question and with 
reflectivity maxima generally within 1 km of the surface sensors.

G.C. Simpson, the flag-bearer for the inverted (negative) dipole for thunderstorms (and in the present thinking 
the lower dipole of the temperature-dependent tripole structure), devoted attention over a period of four decades 
(Simpson, 1909, 1949; Simpson & Scrase, 1937; Simpson & Robinson, 1940) to the measurement of the charge 
on thunderstorm precipitation. In the precipitation core near the ground he found a predominance of positive 
charge. Simpson's long-standing scientific competitor, C.T.R. Wilson, held the opposite view (and now prevailing 
view) on gross thunderstorm electrical structure (Wilson, 1916; Williams, 2009). But Wilson's interests were 
larger scale than Simpson's, and Wilson stood back from the precipitation cores to make his lightning charge 
analysis with a ball antenna (Wilson, 1916, 1920). Wilson's plotted estimates of distances to his storm cores 
(Wilson, 1920, Figure 2) all exceeded 2 km, and so those precipitation features responsible for the TGEs in the 
present study were documented with radar (unavailable in Wilson's time) and shown by CAPPI plots, would have 
been missed. The great irony here is that the portion of the thunderstorm most important for the production of 
the runaway electrons in TGEs that Wilson anticipated theoretically (Wilson, 1925) and by experiment (Schon-
land, 1930) was excluded from his own electric field observations of thunderstorms (Wilson, 1920).

In his summary chapter on the subject of Atmospheric Electricity, physicist Richard Feynman (1964) had this to 
say on the lower positive charge center in thunderstorms:
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“The top of the thunderstorm has a positive charge, and the bottom a negative one—except for a small 
local region of positive charge in the bottom of the cloud, which has caused everyone a lot of worry. No 
one seems to know why it is there, how important it is—whether it is a secondary effect of the positive rain 
coming down, or whether it is an essential part of the machinery. Things would be easier if weren't there.”

The evidence at hand on Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements supports the idea that the lower positive charge 
center is an essential part of the machinery, consistent with earlier assessments (Chilingarian & Mkrtchyan, 2012).

5. Conclusions
Vertically-resolved radar observations over a suite of sensors on Mt Aragats reaffirm the role of a temperature-de-
pendent tripole structure as the basis for downward acceleration of electrons. The dominant central negative 
charge of the tripole is the repeller of the electrons for TGEs of both positive and negative polarity. “Positive” 
TGEs are manifest when the lower inverted dipole of the tripole is predominant in comparison with the main 
dipole aloft, in shallow convection. “Negative” TGEs are manifest when the main dipole is active in deeper, 
colder convection. The radar observations are also compatible with the ice-based precipitation mechanism in 
which graupel particles are the main radar targets. The physical basis for this temperature-dependent charge 
separation is however still poorly understood.

The temperature-dependent aspect of the storm electron accelerator increases the proximity of the main negative 
charge of the tripole to surface sensors at mountain stations (like Aragats), and in winter storms at sea level (as 
in Japan), and provides explanation for the rarity of evidence for electron runaway in low-MSL-altitude measure-
ments beneath summer thunderstorms.

The radar-based evidence for the relatively high altitude of downward electron acceleration over Aragats make it 
unlikely that avalanche electrons will reach the surface detectors with free passage distances of many hundreds of 
meters. A more likely origin for any detected electrons at 3.2 km MSL is Compton scattering and pair production 
activated by longer-range bremsstrahlung gamma rays, themselves produced by runaway electron encounters 
with nuclei in breakeven field at higher altitude. Exceptional cases of electron-rich TGEs (Chilingarian, 2012) 
are deserving of further study.

The existence of TGEs in the presence of strong positive electric field brings new attention to the physical condi-
tions of the lower positive charge center of thunderstorms. The observations reported here in the cold part of the 
cloud and well above the cloud base reaffirm that this feature is not the result of breaking drops (Simpson, 1949) 
nor corona ion capture by falling precipitation (Wilson, 1956), and that other ice-based mechanisms need to be 
considered.

Data Availability Statement
All the data are available on the web page: http://adei.crd.yerphi.am/. Details of the subset of particle detectors 
used in the present study can be found in Section 2.4.
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